
Dear NAME, 
       
I am currently seeking representation for my debut crime novel, SAFE HANDS.  
 
‘OCEAN'S 11’ MEETS ‘LONG GOOD FRIDAY’ 
       
SAFE HANDS is a crime novel told in the first person by Mickey Blake. Mickey is an 
ageing, bitterly sarcastic safe-cracker who can open any vault using only his sense of touch - 
no tools, no explosives and definitely no stethoscope. For the sake of his dying wife, 
Mickey's forced to return from South America to a rundown UK seaside town for one last 
job. He has five days to help a crooked undercover cop rob a Russian mafia safe house.  
 
'Does the job need me, or do I need the job?’ - Mickey Blake, SAFE HANDS. 
 
Featuring an irreverent, older protagonist with a unique voice, ’Safe Hands' is a fast-paced 
commercial fiction novel about a criminal finally having to face the consequences of his 
selfish life choices and the feelings of inadequacy that come with old age.  
 
With acerbic humour and an emotional undercurrent, 'Safe Hands' is a book that deals with 
issues of ageing, toxic masculinity, guilt and what it means to be a father and a husband. 
 
I see this book sitting beside other commercial crime like Steve Cavanagh’s Eddie Flynn 
series and the Elvis Cole series by Robert Crais. Fans of TV series like ‘Line Of Duty’ and 
‘Breaking Bad’ will also enjoy this novel. 
 
Several of my short stories have been published in anthologies and I wrote and directed the 
award-winning short film ‘INKLING’. My monologues have been filmed and performed on 
stage.  
 
Since 2014, I’ve hosted The Joined Up Writing Podcast, interviewing dozens of successful 
authors and key members of the publishing industry. I am currently working on a sequel to 
’Safe Hands' and a number of spec scripts. 
       
By day, I work in Video Production, producing scripts for promotional films and 
documentaries. I was inspired to write SAFE HANDS by my desire to create a modern day 
British equivalent to the amoral protagonist of Richard Stark’s ‘Parker’ novels. Mickey’s 
safe-cracking abilities are based on real life world champion safe cracker, Jeff Sitar. 
 
Attached are the first three chapters of the book and a short synopsis. On request, I would be 
delighted to send the full manuscript. 
       
Many thanks, 
       
Wayne Kelly. 
	


